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Turbulent heat transport in tokamak plasmas is mainly driven by ion-scale (low-k) micro-instabilities 
such as ITG (Ion Temperature Gradient) modes and TEM (Trapped Electron Modes) and by electron-
scale (high-k) micro-instabilities such as ETG (Electron Temperature Gradient) modes. These two scales 
are not separated but can strongly influence each other through multi-scale interactions. Few recent 
studies with multi-scale gyro-kinetic simulations revealed that high-k instabilities and multi-scale 
interactions can have a strong impact on electron and ion heat fluxes (qe,i), especially when low-k 
instabilities are close to marginal stability [1-3] and in presence of high electron heating. As these will be 
the conditions in ITER plasmas, it is important to clarify in which conditions and to what extent these 
effects are important for the turbulent transport.  
   In JET C-Wall L-mode plasmas, a variety of experimental observations point to a significant role of 
ETG modes in determining qe [4,5]. GENE linear, non-linear single-scale and a first non-linear multi-
scale simulation of these plasmas indicate that low-k instabilities are not sufficient to explain the 
experimental heat fluxes [4,5] and predict a significant contribution from high-k instabilities to qe and a 
key role of multi-scale interactions for the core turbulent dynamics. The theoretical finding being that 
low-k zonal flows are the main saturating mechanism for ETGs, it is expected that any mechanism 
stabilizing ITGs would in turn result in a destabilization of ETGs and increase of the high–k electron 
heat flux.  

 Indeed several observations on JET seem to confirm such opposite behavior of the two channels [6]. 
High NBI power scenarios, in which Ti peaking is enhanced by non-linear e.m. and fast ion stabilization 
of ITGs [7,8], feature flatter and stiffer Te profiles with respect to ICRH electron heated plasmas. This 
may be associated to ETG destabilization due to decreased τ=Zeff·Te/Ti and to ITG stabilization, which 
is also found when ITG stabilization is obtained by fast ions at high ICRH power in absence of NBI and 
rotation [9]. The ITG stabilization has been related, using gyro-kinetic simulations, to electrostatic [10] 
and electromagnetic [8] mechanisms, strongly dependent on the fast ions distribution function [9,11]. 
Another situation regards the changes observed in the core of JET ILW L-mode plasmas when changing 
isotope from D to H. Whilst at low power no significant deviation from the theoretically expected gyro-
Bohm scaling is observed in the ion channel, at higher power a smaller stabilization of ITGs with an 
increase of ion stiffness has been observed in H plasmas, which  has been related to the reduced NBI and 
ICRH fast ion pressure compared to D plasmas. In turn, the Te peaking in H plasmas is significantly 
higher than in D plasmas for comparable values of τ=Zeff·Te/Ti , suggesting a reduced importance of 
ETGs due to more unstable ITGs. 
   Although gyro-kinetic models when used in their full complexity are found in good match with 
experimental results, they are computationally too heavy for scenario predictions in present and future 
machines.  These findings point to the need of having quasi-linear models capable of accounting for such 
recently discovered mechanisms. Results from validation against these JET experiments of last 
generation quasi-linear models will be discussed.  
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